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“The juxtaposition of the suburban and the solitude…is stunning and moving”
– Stephen Hunt, Calgary Herald

“SUPERNOVA amplifies the discordance of our modern hyper-reality,
illuminating the dream-like state of the global village”
– Museum of Contemporary Art Calgary

“[A] brilliantly conceived multimedia exploration of interstices, both
temporal and spatial, that we, as members of Western society, currently find
ourselves in”
– Prof. Maria Euchner, PhD, University of Calgary

“A clever piece that showcases Lawes’ and the collective’s ability to
push the contemporary envelope”
– RECON, Vanessa Conely

“A vibrant, surreal and often quite funny combination of spoken word, dance,
striking video, film sequences and haunting original music"
– Stephen Hunt, Calgary Herald

“[Lawes has] put together ‘fragments of living memories’ that leave the
audience to form their own impressions through their own contexts of
experience — a refreshing change”
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Theatre Junction offers surreal, funny and
thoughtful skewering of our times
BY STEPHEN HUNT, CALGARY HERALD MARCH 11, 2013

Photograph by: Sanja Lukač
Luc Bouchard-Boissonneault and Raphaële Thiriet lay sprawled out in the background as Mark
Lawes speaks in Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova, the new show by
Theatre Junction GRAND.

As I write this, I have Twitter, Gmail, and Foxsports.com open on my laptop.
There’s a Clippers game playing on the flat screen in the living room.
What’s Theatre Junction’s new show, Sometimes between now and when the sun goes
supernova, about again?
Oh yeah — our attention-deficit-disordered contemporary existence, or, to put it in
21st century terminology, a play about the distracted-driving generation.
Actually Supernova, a vibrant, surreal and often quite funny combination of spoken

word, dance, striking video and film sequences (by France’s Alexander Mehring) and
haunting original music (by Chris Dadge), goes even farther than that.
For the quartet of characters in Supernova, mediated lives have so overwhelmed
their bodies that they’ve changed the way their brains work, turning each of them
into their very own emotionally alienated 24/7 solo show.
For every tab you open on your laptop, there’s the stage equivalent in Supernova,
an experience that unfolds in a series of tableaus that depict a vision of a kind
of suburban hell filled with — well, television, laptops, beer, NFL football,
driving ranges and crowded freeways that lead to more crowded freeways — that isn’t
so far removed from a real suburb.
There’s spoken word from Mark Lawes, Theatre Junction’s artistic director, who
periodically steps out from behind his multitude of media dressed in a peppermint
striped T-shirt to deliver the 21st century equivalent of that nutty news anchorman
Howard Beale (“I’m mad as hell and not going to take it anymore!”) in Paddy
Chayevsky’s 1975 film Network, one of the most brilliant Hollywood movies ever.
In Supernova, Lawes has reached his boiling point with contemporary popular
culture. Rather than Tweeting it out on a smartphone, he pours it out onstage, in a
series of blank verse that are a much better articulated critique of contemporary
society than Howard Beale’s, but generally says about the same thing.
Namely, that our junk culture, where we live vicariously through celebrities and
celebrate stupidity, has overwhelmed our ability to connect with one another in
meaningful ways.
There’s a strangely beautiful series of dances by Melina Stinson, backlit by an
open fridge full of beer, while a gorgeous film (Mehring again) showing Lawes —
this time channeling Harry Dean Stanton in Paris, Texas — going for a long, lonely
existential walk in the (Joshua Tree) desert.
The juxtaposition of the suburban and the solitude of the desert is stunning and
moving.
There’s song, from Raphaële Thiriet, who serves as a kind of devil’s advocate host
of the evening, challenging Stinson and Luc Bouchard-Boissonneault’s version of
events, in between stretches of sun-tanning on her plastic chez lounge, smoking a
fake cigarette, in the imaginary sunshine that makes the fake grass that covers the
stage of Theatre Junction Grand grow.
And there’s Bouchard-Boissonneault, an ordinary guy who likes to drink beer and
watch TV, who finds himself bedevilled when all of a sudden the television audience
is watching him as he pleasures himself to the images broadcast back to him in the
lonely solitude of his living room.
While it’s still a challenge to make sense of, and doesn’t really offer much in the
way of narrative drive — it’s more like a performance breaking out on the Deerfoot
at rush hour — Sometimes between now and when the sun goes Supernova is one of
Theatre Junction’s best performance creation efforts yet.
It’s sexy, smart, playful and contains plenty of memorable scenography.
The staging of Mehring’s films, and live video, along with Dadge’s soundscape, fill
up the stage the way a flat-screen TV fills up a living room.
Onstage, the brainy, bawdy Thiriet is a combination of satirical French novelist
Michel Houellebecq and chanteuse Edith Piaf. Stinson, a Calgarian who left for

Montreal but has returned for this show, brings charisma and a tinge of manic
energy to the evening, while Montreal native Bouchard-Boissonneault plays the
befuddled every-guy beautifully, kind of as a cross between Homer Simpson and Kurt
Cobain. He might be a mess in every possible contemporary way imaginable, but his
mess is very recognizably a part of his culture.
And Lawes, as the peppermint striped Howard Beale,
artificial turf (a nod to Theatre Junction Grand’s
driving range), is the perfect counterpoint to the
the enemy — contemporary society — and put it into

practicing his wedge on the
previous life as an indoor
other three. He has recognized
well-spoken words.

The trouble is that he lives in a world where everyone has their earbuds in,
leaving him talking only to himself.
© Copyright (c) The Calgary Herald
http://www.calgaryherald.com/entertainment/manic+critique+distracted+generation+The
atre+Junction/8072035/story.html
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Critique // SOMETIME BETWEEN NOW AND WHEN THE
SUN GOES SUPERNOVA
By Prof. Maria Euchner, PhD, University of Calgary
Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova is Mark Lawes’ brilliantly
conceived multimedia exploration of interstices, both temporal and spatial, that
we, as members of Western society, currently find ourselves in. The set consists of
pieces of furniture we would associate with a North American home of the 1980s: a
kitchen table with four chairs, a fridge (with a prominent VISA sticker), a comfy
chair and a lamp, along with a bunch of empty beer cans in front of a boxy TV set,
a lawn chair, a barbecue, and a mattress, all placed on a neon green lawn. In stark
contrast to the unchanging set are the three characters/actors Raphaële Thiriet,
Melina Stinson, and Luc Bouchard-Boissonneault, who are seemingly constantly
changing (both into different personas and into different costumes), and moving
around on stage, creating a high level of energy, corroborated by the music played
throughout by Chris Dadge. The scenario thus presented is one of utter
fragmentation: of life, of stories (both individual and collective), of
relationships, of nature and human interaction with it. While the observation of
and aesthetic engagement with the fragmentation of modern life isn’t new – one need
only think of T.S. Eliot’s 1922 poem “The Wasteland” – this is less of a lament
rather than an attempt to negotiate the various challenges we are faced with in our
fast-paced daily lives, where we constantly have to reinvent ourselves. The
resulting identity crisis seems to be very much at the core of this multimedia
navigation of the present.
The apparent meta-narrative (which also turns out to be a mere fragment) begins as
audience members enter the theatre and are asked a variety of questions by the
actors/characters pertaining to an experiment about left brain vs. right brain
functions. As the audience can see itself on a giant screen, which acts as an
enclosure to the stage set, it is clear that its members are not just detached
observers, but are very much part of what they’re about to see. What is, in effect,
a huge mirror held up to society is an apt image, as we have all experienced to

varying degrees what Lawes and his fellow artists are depicting here.
In true Brechtian fashion, we watch a number of unconnected scenes, each exploring
aspects of society’s fragmentation mentioned above. And so we witness
manifestations of personal isolation in an increasingly connected globalized world,
in which certain kinds of obsessions and quick fixes replace meaningful
relationships and a conscious experience of life (pornography instead of intimacy,
indiscriminate channel surfing, and a cocktail of medication illustrate these
points). Elements of patriarchy assault us as we see in quick succession snippets
of a football match blending into pictures of war on the giant screen, and images
of a naked Luc sitting in his comfy chair wearing a crown, while on stage he is
sitting in the chair fully dressed, sans crown, thereby creating an interesting
juxtaposition of private and public spheres and one’s role in each. Richard III
proclaims the “winter of [his] discontent” (1.1) on TV, and Macbeth introduces
another theme of the performance – the challenge of finding meaning in a life
seemingly devoid of meaning – through his final soliloquy equating life with “a
tale / told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, / signifying nothing” (5.5), while
at the same time shining the light on time and pace, two of the central themes
explored in Supernova.
As Mark exclaims: “I want my life back,” implying a loss of sorts, images of
civilization (heavily trafficked roads) collide with those of nature (a forest), a
dialectic whose synthesis is the desert (metaphorically speaking), home to the
strangely beautiful joshua trees onscreen. The woods and the desert are recurring
themes, both linguistically and visually, as we keep hearing that the woods have
disappeared (and with them the wolves), and that we’re in an (emotional) desert.
The forest is a powerful image for the unconscious, the intangible depository
overcrowding with memories we’d rather not deal with. And so we don’t, instead
seeking solace in the escape that various pills can provide (incidentally, the
fridge is stuffed full of them), pushing all the unpleasant stuff under the
surface. Melina, an assortment of pill bottles in front of her, poignantly wonders
in one scene why no one has ever made a pill for better dreaming. The forest is
also a symbol of potentiality (the Greek hyle being the word for wood and matter,
i.e. that which can become anything, and which is therefore utter potentiality),
and in the context of Supernova perhaps the most central image, since the show
presents a navigation attempt exploring various aspects of a situation, without
settling on any particular one, or trying to provide a specific coping strategy.
The “medication scene” and a scene in which Raphaële and Luc are together, and yet
miles apart, are reminiscent of the 2000 film Requiem for a Dream by Darren
Aronofsky, where addiction prevents each of the characters from pursuing any
healthy relationship, despite their professed love and care for one another.
Perhaps with another nod to Brecht and his concept of the alienation effect,
Raphaële sits next to Luc on the chair smoking a cigarette – for Brecht the
distancing means par excellence – while he recounts a wood chopping accident and
subsequent trip to the hospital, which doesn’t engage her emotionally in the
slightest.
The presence of the wolf is made clear when Plautus’ line “lupus est homo homini,”
or “man is a wolf to (his fellow) man,” made famous by Thomas Hobbes, is the motto
for a scene in which Raphaële, driven to despair by ennui and loneliness, tries to
convince herself that she is happy, attempting suicide several times (but Luc
catches her every time she falls from the ladder). She mentions that the people she
loves and the people who love her are creating a garden, but this is mere illusion,
since the state of innocence that the garden represents cannot be regained after
its loss. The idea is taken even further in the scene where “King Luc” wraps
himself in a cloak of aluminum foil, wears one red pump (creating the effect of
Richard III’s “deform’d, unfinish’d” physique [1.1]), and pulls the barbecue behind
him, as Mark’s stream of consciousness throws in lines from Hamlet’s famous
soliloquy, in which he contemplates suicide: “To die, to sleep; / To sleep!

perchance to dream, ay, there’s the rub” (3.1).
The most emotional scene is near the end, where Luc and Raphaële end up fighting on
the mattress, the most private of spaces – a fight that continues in close-up shots
on the giant screen while Melina sings a song to a sad melody. Despite the mediated
nature of the footage, it is difficult to distance oneself from the projected
images and the inescapable realization that human relationships are frail, more
deserving of the time we somehow always find to be connected to the outside world.
This outside world, full of random sound bites, manifests itself as an overload of
stimuli, of information and of input without knowledge, creating confusion about
memory – whose is it, anyway? – and about emotions: am I sorry, happy, free? Yes,
no, maybe.
This confusion runs through the production from beginning to end. The footage
projected onto the screen is both recorded and live, though that isn’t always
obvious, as it’s easy to assume that when Lawes is onstage filming one of the
scenes, what we see onscreen is the footage that is being or just finished being
“filmed.” This mediation is also reflected in the French-English translations that
appear either onscreen or take place simultaneously, thus increasing the effect of
overstimulation. Once the actors leave the stage – isn’t this a clue for the
audience to start clapping? (and indeed, some people did) – we see them onscreen,
grabbing a beer, leaving the building, and getting into a cab, where Melina tells
her friends that she needs something to hold on to. Another Hamlet quote possibly
refers to her proximity to a nervous breakdown – it is Laertes reacting to
Ophelia’s “madness”: “O heat, dry up my brains! tears seven times salt, / Burn out
the sense and virtue of mine eye!” (4.5) – but it could just be another random
sound bite, one in a series of many, as we know them from the soundtracks of our
lives. When she tricks them by pretending to be choking, Luc and Raphaële abandon
her, leaving her laughing at her own joke. After we have just spent an hour and a
half watching broken relationships, this reads like an admonishment not to take
them for granted, and to take care of the relationships we do have, so that the
dream of the fertile garden replacing the desert may one day become reality.
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Photograph by: Alexandre Mehring

SUPERNOVA EXAMINES OUR ACCELERATED CULTURE
What does it mean to live in a world where conscious thought has taken a
backseat to the hyper-drive, multitasking, ADD culture we are consumed with?
How do you decipher what is in fact real?
These are some of the questions asked by Sometime between now and when the
sun goes Supernova, Theatre Junction Grand’s latest production.
The birth of the multidisciplinary piece and beginning of the adventure into
our social structure came to The Grand’s Artistic Director Mark Lawes when he
was selected for an artist residency at Lés Récollets in Paris last summer.
“There’s research that suggests that the part of the brain that has empathy
is being diminished because our brain is saturated with this multi-tasking
mode,” he explains.
The saturated technological world we live in is actually affecting our brain
function and changing the dynamics in which we interact and engage with each
other and although this isn’t a new discussion, he feels it’s important now
more than ever.

“People feel less for others. The very things that make us human: empathy,
the ability to perceive beauty, to imagine the future,” he stresses. “These
kinds of questions are interesting. Are they being eroded? How are they being
affected? Can we see what we might become?”
Along with his residency, a large portion of inspiration came from the works
of Marshall McLuhan, Douglas Coupland and Julian Jaynes.
The relevance of McLuhan’s work half a century ago and our lust to consume
media really spoke to Lawes.
He uses multiple mediums to create a fragmented montage-style production that
uses original music, video footage, modern dance and moving monologues to
convey his ideas about our broken up world.
The scenography is a Coupland-esqe mix of suburbanite ideals with green
Astroturf, a chaise lawn chair by a barbecue, and a large wood encased
television with antennas.
The scene creates a sensory overload at times but is poignant to the context
of the ideas being presented.
“Creating a montage tells something about how we see the world we are living
in today,” he says. “Working along the idea of how technology is affecting
how we see the world and how we think about the world. It’s a subject that is
on everyone’s mind. What’s real now?”
During one scene resident artist Raphaële Thiriet recites a gorgeous
monologue in her native French challenging the audience with her thoughtful
text, while dancer Melina Stinson moves around the stage shouting the name of
an object. “Chair!” “Lawn!” Any prop on set really, making it hard to focus
on the monologue speaking to the distracting nature of our society. Someone
may be saying something so profound but we are too easily distracted.
Stinson has a mind-blowing dance solo where she opens the fridge on set and
uses it as a ballet barre moving fluidly while video of Lawes on a lonely
walk through the desert plays. A beautiful balance between our complex
circumstances and simple nature.
The cast is rounded out by Luc Bouchard-Boissonneault‘s bewildered-beerdrinking-tv-watching-masturbating lost boy. Ultimately a bit of a disaster
but an obvious manifestation of our messy culture.
And appearing for the first time in an acting role in his own production
Lawes plays the subject of the experiment. A “Where’s Waldo” clad subject
that has recognized his surrounding society as the antagonist but everyone
else is still plugged in.
The marriage of Alexander Mehring’s film sequences and Chris Dadge’s musical
compositions is a magical duo that adds incredible emotional depth.
This performance is not for the passive and very much requires a conscious
audience. A concept touched on throughout the performance.
But how conscious are we? As we actively participate in a digital world are
we less aware of the real world?
It’s a clever piece that showcases Lawes’ and the collective’s ability to
push the contemporary envelope but not dictate what the audience should
think, just hope that something sinks in.

“Maybe there’s a fragment that they take with them.”
http://therecon.ca/2013/03/07/supernova/
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SOMETIME BETWEEN NOW AND WHEN THE SUN GOES
SUPERNOVA
March 6, 2013 · by beatrouteab · in AB, FEATURES

Photograph by: Keven Fedirko

A QUANTUM TAKE ON THE EVERYDAY
If you’re walking by the Grand, you’ll see wrecking crews demolishing the old
Herald building across the street. It’s a perfect metaphor not only for changes
that we’re seeing in downtown Calgary, but also for Mark Lawes’ newest show,
Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova. Lawes is quite familiar with
the concept that Calgary is changing. “I’m from here, so there’s a real connection
to this idea. You always feel like you’re in between something being built and
something being destroyed.”

While these things are so relatable to a city on the grow, the themes Lawes
explores are both global in their reach and deep in their approach. Described as an
inquest, his project offers a window into the increasing prevalent use of
technology in modern society and what effects it can have on our relationships. “We
have a sense that things are deteriorating in our society. We feel like we’re a bit
between times. Something is changing in our society and we feel it profoundly. So
we feel a bit lost. This idea that we’re between epochs… So how do we deal with
this in-between state?”
While not a new concept, Lawes explores the issues in an open and neutral light.
“We don’t really say that it’s positive or negative. It’s more of an inquiry,” says
Lawes. This is something he hopes to achieve by layering of ideas, as well as
layering of mediums expressing those ideas. Using mixed media, including recorded
music, live music, live feed video and a fake live-feed video, he puts together
“fragments of living memories” that leave the audience to form their own
impressions through their own contexts of experience — a refreshing change from
some other types of shows that can leave one feeling like the playwright’s opinions
are being jammed down their throats.
While Lawes is a native Calgarian, the show was written and work-shopped in France
where he enjoyed a stint as a laureate under The International Artist Residency
Program with the French Institute at Les Recollets. It was there, with writer,
dramaturge and performer Raphaële Thiriet, that Lawes began his first piece since
working with Thiriet on a trilogy about “death, desire and the Canadian west,”
which received two national tours to Toronto’s Harbourfront Centre and Montreal’s
Usine C.
Extensive research went into shaping these ideas, with the director and the
dramaturge exploring Marshall McLuhan’s ideas about media and technology shaping
culture. Lawes also acknowledges the writing of Julian Jaynes from the 1970s as a
major contributor to his vision, pointing out Jaynes’ theory that “human beings
haven’t been conscious very long in the history of the species, and our
consciousness is shifting as culture shifts. Our brain is, in fact, changing as our
culture shifts.” Quoting a study, Lawes also observes that because of an overload
of information, “We are creating an empathy deficit in human beings. The part of
the brain that contains empathy is starting to disappear; these are questions that
I feel in my own life.”
An arrangement of thoughtful works seem to be emerging and becoming more prevalent
in theatre here right now with intelligent, provocative dialogues that use mixed
media to convey deep emotion and ideas. During High Performance Rodeo, we were
treated to a run of a similarly constructed work by another local Calgarian, Onalea
Gilbertson, which also used audio, projections and music with minimalist sets. Like
Gilbertson, Lawes and the crew have ambitions to take this show on the road,
saying, “We really want it to have life after the premiere here in Calgary.” With
local Calgarians becoming more and more prominent in the international theatre
community, this play winds up partially having a “medium is the message” feel, as
the artists ramp up to show off something new and a little different. What will it
look like, exactly? In the words of the show’s dramaturge, “You’ll have to
experience it.”
By Max Maxwell
http://beatroute.ca/2013/03/06/sometime-between-now-and-when-the-sun-goessupernova/
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Ghost of Marshall McLuhan summoned for Theatre
Junction’s new creation
BY STEPHEN HUNT, CALGARY HERALD MARCH 5, 2013

Photograph by: Leah Hennel, Calgary Herald
Actors Raphaële Thiriet, left and Luc Bouchard-Boissonneault in a scene form Sometime
between now and when the sun goes Supernova at Theatre Junction GRAND

How do you stage life in an accelerated culture?
That’s one of the questions Theatre Junction artistic director Mark Lawes grappled
with when he settled in for a three-month residency in Paris in the summer of 2012.
It was there where Lawes launched the company’s newest performance creation,
Sometime between now and when the sun goes supernova, which has its world premiere
Wednesday night at Theatre Junction Grand.
And while he found himself looking out at the City of Lights for inspiration, Lawes
also turned to two of the savviest contemporary media critics of the past five
decades for inspiration, who — perhaps not by accident — are Canadian: Douglas
Coupland and the late Marshall McLuhan, the author of Understanding Media.
What’s remarkable is that Lawes reports that, reading it almost 50 years after its
1964 publication, McLuhan still seems relevant.

“You read Understanding Media and it’s like, wow,” Lawes says. “You wrote that 50
years ago? It’s right there today. It still reads really well — it’s a great, great
book.”
When Understanding Media was published in 1964, media was two channels, a pair of
rabbit ears and CBC Radio.
In 2013, we have plowed so far past 500 channels that the term channels almost
seems like a slice of quaint nostalgia. We’re living in a world so wired that the
conversation is underway about how, exactly, our media-saturated world is changing
the ways in which our brains work.
Or, as Company of Resident Artist Raphaële Thiriet says, (referencing Coupland),
“The concept that new medias are modifying our psychology and how we are
interacting with each other in society.”
What Lawes — and the rest of the Company of Resident Artists, who joined him in
Paris for several weeks — discovered was that a wired world is not a warmer world.
“There is one study that we read,” he says, “that the kind of multi-tasking society
that we live in now is diminishing the part of our brain that can have empathy.
In other words, while we may be more connected than ever by our technological
devices, we’re also more emotionally disconnected from each other than ever.
“Our empathy (for each other) is diminishing,” Lawes says. “Because our brain is
needing to be used in so many different kinds of ways, it’s not only affecting
maybe our physiological selves, but our cultural selves, as well ... how we tell
stories, (and) how we interact with each other.”
However, the next order of business was a challenge: namely, how does one
theatricalize that idea?
There were other writings, too, by Julian Jaynes, who writes about the nature of
consciousness, and a photographer named Larry Sultan, who photographed the scenes
at a series of houses in the San Fernando Valley in the early 2000s, where cashstrapped homeowners rented out their homes as sets for porn shoots.
There were scientists, too — a Quebec neurologist in particular — doing residencies
of their own, who would share potluck dinners with the artists and (literally)
brainstorm with them about their project.
Lawes enlisted longtime collaborators Thiriet and musician Chris Dadge, and brought
in some new voices, namely dancers Luc Bouchard-Boissonneault and Melina Stinson,
as well as French filmmaker Alexander Mehring, to create an interdisciplinary piece
exploring the idea.
“We’re using a lot of different mediums, as we have (in the past),” Lawes says. “A
lot more video than we have before,,,(and, additionally,) we’re trying to put the
body in kind of a contrast to the screen,” he adds, physicalizing it through dance.
All of which raises a question: is it possible to dance an idea?
“Yes,” says Stinson. “If you can feel something, then you can dance it just like
you can project an emotion or thought or intention.”
Not so fast, says Quebec native Bouchard-Boissonneault.

“For me, dancing an idea is probably first an idea (that) brings some emotion or
sentiment (feeling),” he says. “And this sentiment is so a dancer is empathetic
about this emotion.
“That is the body thing about dancing,” he adds. “You embody this emotion, so you
can show it, but just (an) abstract idea? I don’t think I could dance (that) — but
a result of an idea that brings empathy? That, I can dance.”
Set in a kind of suburban dreamscape, replete with a lush fake lawn of a set, the
question remains whether audiences will have any empathy for the lives unfolding in
Sometime between now and when the sun goes supernova.
After all, while Theatre Junction shows are smart, they aren’t very narrativelydriven. They’re more like wandering into someone else’s dream and having a visit
for a couple hours.
Not that that deters Lawes.
“You can try to express that unnamable part of an idea through dance,” he says,
“or, I don’t know — a mood, light, sound, video — music works that way, too.”
Might seem odd to some, but think how Marshall McLuhan sounded back in 1964,
publishing a book pondering about the overwhelming impact experiencing pop culture
through a screen figured to have on everyone.
“At the time (he published Understanding Media), he wasn’t even considered an
intellectual,” Lawes says. “They thought he was a quack! (Some of the critics wrote
things like), this guy’s teaching at university? Media studies? At university? This
guy is not serious!”
© Copyright (c) The Calgary Herald
http://www.calgaryherald.com/entertainment/theatre/Ghost+Marshall+McLuhan+summoned+
Theatre+Junction+creation/8052992/story.html
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Sometime between now and when the sun
goes Supernova
BY JON ROE, SWERVE MARCH 7, 2013

	
  

Arts All-Star Mark Lawes debuts his new play, Sometime between now and when the
sun goes Supernova on Wednesday, March 6th.
Photograph by: Heather Saitz, Swerve

Calgary Arts All-Star Mark Lawes

ON TAP: Theatre Junction’s founding artistic director is presenting
his new piece, Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova,
which he created while doing a residency at Les Récollets in Paris.

QU’EST-CE QUE C’EST? Les Récollets is an international exchange
centre for scientists and artists. Lawes got the opportunity to meet
and swap notes with astrophysicists, anthropologists and a
neuropsychopharmacologist. “In the evenings—there was a garden—we had
barbecues together and talked,” says Lawes.

PICKING UP THE PIECES: Besides including bits and pieces of his
interactions with these residency-mates, Lawes was working off the
thoughts and ideas of Douglas Coupland, Julian Jaynes and Marshall
McLuhan. “(It causes a) bizarre relationship with space and time, these
mediated relationships we have with people because of technology,” says
Lawes. “McLuhan postulated how it would change consciousness, how we
see the world and our subjective reality.”

THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE: Lawes calls Supernova “a real

multimedia extravaganza.” There’ll be dancing, live musicians and live
and pre-recorded video. “Maybe, through the technology, I’m working
through what it is to be really there on stage,” says Lawes, “versus
what it is to be filmed or what it is to have a mediated presence, a
mediated body on stage.”
© Copyright (c) The Calgary Herald
http://www.calgaryherald.com/swerve/Sometime+Between+When+World+Goes+Su
pernova/8029747/story.html
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